Maintaining Class in the Office Building Market:
Improved Outside Air Delivery Increases Value, 111 Pine Street, San Francisco, CA
strategy for maintaining indoor air quality. Subsequently, EMCOR Services contacted the representative ϐirm
Norman S. Wright to enlist the help of Paragon Controls,
Inc., an HVAC airϐlow measurement manufacturer.
One of the unique challenges of retroϐit applications is
that most buildings were never designed with outside
airϐlow measurement in mind. This application had three
large separate OA intake louver sections that needed
measurement. Paragon met this challenge by utilizing its
custom sheet metal capabilities. Building airϐlow stations
in sections that were small enough to ϐit up a freight elevator. The ϐlow stations were then bolted together to
match the louver sections.
111 Pine Street is an 18-story luxury Class A building,
located in the heart of the Financial District in San Francisco, CA. Built in 1965, 111 Pine Street is currently home
to many high-proϐile tenants, most notably the corporate
headquarters for First Republic Bank.
In order to compete for premier tenants and generate
revenue through higher rents, building owners need to be
proactive by retroϐitting aging buildings to meet new energy and indoor air quality standards. The HVAC environment is changing as regulations and building codes
evolve with more consideration for environmental
awareness and indoor air quality. Courting and maintaining high proϐile tenants requires that these standards be
met. Most HVAC-related complaints concern temperature; proper airϐlow and equal distribution are the most
important operating issue. Inadequate airϐlow leads to
poor air quality, resulting in tenant discomfort, loss of
productivity, loss of prestigious building classiϐication,
and an increased risk of litigation.
EMCOR Services, 111 Pine’s mechanical maintenance
contractor, was tasked with providing outside airϐlow
measurement systems in conjunction with a large damper replacement project as part of updating the control

“It was like an erector set. Everything went easy,
fast, and was installed with no issues.”
– Christian George Sr., Field Superintendent, EMCOR
Services
HVAC retroϐits can save up to 35% of a building’s energy
consumption.1 This includes assessing the efϐicient load
capacities, appropriately sizing equipment, and controlling airϐlow. Representatives from Paragon and Norman
S. Wright conducted a site visit at 111 Pine and diligently
reviewed the building
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plans in order to provide the best solution that would
achieve the results the building owner wanted to attain.

Paragon also provided 6 MicroTransEQ Airϐlow Signal
Processors that were factory calibrated speciϐically to
measure the outside air for the two building air tunnels.

“The building, constructed some 53 years ago was
designed with the entire top loor, which was about
50 feet tall, to contain all of the mechanical equipment for the building. After a couple of site visits
along with the original mechanical and architectural drawings we [Paragon and Norman S. Wright] put
in a bid to EMCOR utilizing six Paragon OAFE-1550
systems for the outside air measurement portion of
the retro it project.”

Paragon’s competitive advantage is in providing custom
solutions. Paragon’s airϐlow measurement systems are
highly accurate, and AMCA rated to exceed industry
standards. Each device is custom calibrated to their application and are designed for plug-and-play installation.
Custom engineered solutions translate to lower installation costs, fewer ϐield calibration requirements, and a
longer system life cycle speciϐic to the application. This
makes Paragon’s product line ideal for retroϐits.

– Michael Chilingerian, Regional Sales Manager,
Paragon Controls, Inc

Paragon is a leader in commercial and industrial airϐlow
and pressure measurement and control systems for the
past 35 years. We engineer high-quality solutions for
client applications in order to keep buildings running
efϐiciently while keeping its occupants happy and
healthy.

Paragon won the bid and got to work fabricating custom
airϐlow measuring stations for 111 Pine. The manufacturing and order processing teams accommodated the
logistics of transporting the stations via freight elevator
to the mechanical penthouse in their packaging and crating plans.
A total of 12 crates, containing 28 airϐlow measuring station pieces were labeled at the factory in order to correspond with the correct outside air louver. Each station
piece was ϐlanged and built ϐlush with the existing building components to simplify mounting and installation,
with removable panels for ease of access during system
maintenance.
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